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5.0 out of 5 stars
New edition - same great series!
Reviewed in the United States on August 31, 2019
Verified Purchase
First read "Antares Dawn" and it's sequel "Antares Passage" back in the 90s, and purchased
"Antares Victory" when I learned of it's release. Was thinking of buying replacement copies as one
took a swim in the sink, but Buying Used is always a gamble. As all three books have been rereleased in 2019, can purchase a matching set in pristine condition!
So far as the series itself goes, these are indeed "hard" SF books, so expect attention to detail in
areas TV shows and films usually gloss over. Ex: ships lack artificial gravity, inertial dampers, and
impulse engines, so little details like ship rotation, acceleration, and fuel consumption will factor into
the story. "Foldpoints" are introduced to allow instantaneous travel between certain stars, but for the
rest there isn't an abundance of Magic Tech. Space travel is still complicated - even in The Future.
Spoiler-Free Summaries:
Antares Dawn (1986): The Antares supernova isolated the human colony at Alta from the rest of the
galaxy. 125 years later, contact is re-established when a derelict warship enters their system.
Interstellar travel is again possible, but that good news is tempered by the knowledge that war may
soon be coming their way.
Antares Passage (1987): Without help from Earth, it is only a matter of time before Alta is overrun.
Unfortunately the only remaining path to Earth is through the Antares supernova remnant.
Antares Victory (2002): Humanity has been fighting - and losing - for over a century. Now there is a
daring plan to strike deeply into enemy space and bring the war to an end.

5.0 out of 5 stars
A solid story that makes a person wonder about what life might be like in a few hundred years.
Reviewed in the United States on April 6, 2022
Verified Purchase
I read Antares Dawn because it looked interesting and that proved to be the case. Antares Dawn is
more a story of discovery with not much in the way of space battles until the end. It then shows what
a battle would be like without resorting to lasers, fighters or anything else that requires some

heretofore undiscovered technology. In fact, the book makes it clear that this is not some far distant
future, but a relatively near one set in 2637. The theory that leads to human colonization of other
worlds supposedly happens in 2078 and the practical methods achieved less than 50 years later.
The very nearness of this timeline and the technology used in the stories makes it all seem rather
more possible than a story set in a much more distant time.
I found the entire series quite fun.

5.0 out of 5 stars
A Fantastic Read...check out the whole series
Reviewed in the United States on December 19, 2018
Verified Purchase
I first came across this book (and Book 2 of the series) in a used book store in Northern Virginia,
way back in the mid-1990s. The copies were well-worn, clearly having been read numerous times.
After reading the two books, I learned why. This series is a great page-turner. I read the two books
two times in short order and have read them repeatedly since. My only disappointment was that I
couldn't find Book 3, and Book 2 clearly ended with plans for a follow-on. Eventually, I found Book 3
and re-read the full series. Have done so several times since.
The author's style reminds me of many of the classic sci-fi authors of the past; I can see influences
of past masters. The story is not as ground-breaking or unique as those masters, but this is a solid
sci-fi outing.

4.0 out of 5 stars
First in trilogy
Reviewed in the United States on October 10, 2018
Verified Purchase
Read this book when it first came out in the 1990s. Very well done of its type. We have a future
space empire that as a result of a supernova disrupting space travel which has resulted in a century
of isolation for one colony. Then the travel routes once again open an expedition is sent to see what
has survived after all this time. Solid characters if a little stereotypical and good space battle scenes.
Does suffer from a more pragmatic idea of space travel. More sixties style space ships rather then
more modern types. Among other things no artificial gravity. Good read even after twenty years.
________________________________________

Top reviews from other countries
5.0 out of 5 stars
A great SF read
Reviewed in the United Kingdom on June 28, 2012
Verified Purchase
Great opening book in the Antares trilogy. A good old fashioned SF story with space battles and
aliens mixed in with a liberal dose of science. It reminds me of Arthur C Clarke - a good story well
told. The only problem is you'll want the next two books to find out how the story ends - Dawn does
have an ending of its own, but also sets up for the sequels very well.
I already had a hard copy of Dawn, bought just after it was published, but had not been able to get
copies of the sequels until they were published for Kindle. Then I just had to buy the Kindle copy of
Dawn, especially at the offer price, so that I could read the complete trilogy anywhere.
Report abuse

4.0 out of 5 stars
Four Stars
Reviewed in the United Kingdom on December 31, 2014
Verified Purchase
fascinating story and a gripping read.

